Options
Heavy Duty Drop Leaf

Rear Access Panel, External Locks

MSHD-24 Heavy Duty Drop Leaf
We offer a superior, stainless drop leaf mechanism. The release is very
positive and it locks in the down position. Weight limit is 60 lbs.

M-RAP Locking Rear Access Panel
A locking panel is used to service racks and other
equipment. For security, locks may be keyed
differently than the cabinet.

Hidden Drop Leaf

Hidden Lock Access Panel

M-HRAP Hidden Lock Rear Access Panel
The panel lock is controlled by a cable release inside the
cabinet. No locks are visible to the audience.

Full Front Removable
Access Panel

MSHD-24F Hidden Drop Leaf
Our heavy duty telescoping mechanism is built into the side of the
cabinet. When closed it is almost invisible because the grain is a
perfect match with the cabinet side.

Flush Hidden Drop Leaf

FF-RAP Full Front Removable Access Panel
The panel lock is controlled by a cable release inside the cabinet. No locks are visible to the
audience. A seam is visible from the sides of the lectern.

Rear Hinged Doors

MSHD-24-FS Flush Hidden Drop Leaf
The hidden flush drop leaf is almost
invisible when closed because the grain
is a perfect match with the cabinet side.
When open, the top is flush with the
work surface. Must be ordered with the
Flush Side option. See page 13.

Fixed Rack Rail

M-RHD Rear Hinged Doors
The rear of the lectern features locking hinged doors. This adds convenience and style to
the access panel function.

Rack Boxes to Match Furniture
If you need rack in any cabinet, lectern, or credenza and you don’t want a visible access panel, use a matching
rack box. They are available in sizes up to 20 rack units. Rear rails are included. Boxes are notched to allow
venting and are finished to match the furniture. Slide the rack out or turn it to access equipment.

M-RM Fixed Rack Rail, front & rear, per bay
Fixed equipment rack can be installed in any opening. Rear rails
are included. Ventilation is provided. Access to the rear of the rack
is usually via a rear access panel.
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M-RB13 Rack Box up to 13RU
M-RB20 Rack Box up to 20RU
The box on the right is offset to make room for a computer. The box on the left is centered
in a small lectern over the floor vent.
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